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INVESTIGATION OF LIGHT NEUTRON-RICH NUCLEIVIA THE (7Li,7Be) REACTION�C. Noiforoa;by, F. Cappuzzelloa, A. Cunsoloa;b, S. FortierA. Fotib;d, A. Lazzaroa;b, H. Lenskee, S.E.A. Orrigoa;band J.S. WinfieldaaINFN Laboratori Nazionali del Sud, Catania, ItalybDipartimento di Fisia e Astronomia, Università di Catania, Catania, ItalyInstitut de Physique Nuleaire, IN2P3-CNRS, Orsay Cedex, FranedINFN-Sezione di Catania, Catania, ItalyeInstitute fur Theoretishe Physik, Universität Giessen, Giessen, Germany(Reeived Deember 2, 2002)Studies of 15C and 11Be nulei has been dealt with the (7Li,7Be) hargeexhange reation at 57 MeV. The energy spetrum at 10Æ of 15C nuleus ispresented and disussed in omparison with the 11Be one. An explanationof the 15C energy spetrum is proposed in relation to Dynamial CorePolarization alulations for the single partile strength funtion.PACS numbers: 21.10.�k, 25.70.Kk, 27.20+n1. IntrodutionAmong the hallenges of modern nulear physis that of the desriptionof the struture of nulei far from the line of �-stability is most intrigu-ing. For light neutron-rih nulei, the unusual ombination of high hargeasymmetry, weak binding energy and proximity of the partile ontinuummay lead to the less e�etive on�nement of the outermost neutrons. Anexample is given by halo nulei [1℄. In partiular, one-neutron halo nu-lei are the main andidates suited to study the interation between theweak bound nuleon and the ore nuleus. Experimental evidene [2℄ andtheoretial studies [3℄ show as Dynamial Core Polarization (DCP) e�ets,whih are well established in stable nulei [4℄, beome partiularly impor-tant approahing the drip lines, beause the ore itself an be already far� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.y Present address: G.S.I., Darmstadt, Germany.(2387)



2388 C. Noiforo et al.from stability. The 15C nuleus, not properly reognized as a halo nuleus,represents as weakly bound system (Sn = 1:218 MeV) an interesting inter-mediate ase between the well-bound 12;13;14C nulei and the exoti 19C [5℄.The ground state spin-parity of 15C is J�=1/2+ and shell model alulationsusing WBP interation reprodue the inversion between 0d5=2 and 1s1=2 or-bitals [6℄. When a on�guration with three neutrons oupled to an hardore of 3� partiles is taken into aount for 15C isotope, at low exitationenergy an important part of the phase spae is represented by the ouplingof two neutrons with the hard ore and the onsequent formation of 14C oreplus one unpaired neutron. Under these onditions the high polarizabilityof the soft ore together with the low binding of the external neutron makepossible the independent exitation of the ore and single neutron degrees offreedom. In a phenomenologial approah, one observes in the energy spe-trum narrow resonanes well beyond the neutron emission threshold. Theyan be desribed as exitation of bound states embedded in the ontinuum(BSEC [7℄), resulting from almost pure exitation of the ore states. Similare�ets have been notied for the 11Be [2℄.2. Results on 15CSine the (7Li,7Be) harge exhange reation is a well known spetro-sopi probe [2℄, we used 57 MeV 7Li+++ beam provided by the Tandem Vander Graf aelerator at IPN-Orsay and a Melamine (C3H6N6) 15N enrihedtarget for studying the exited states of 15C nuleus via the 15N(7Be,7Li)15Creation. The 7Be ejetiles were deteted by a �E � E Si-telesope set at10Æ. At 10Æ supplement runs with 12C and standard Melamine target wereperformed to measure the bakground due to the presene of 12C and 14Nimpurities. The �nal 15C spetrum at 10Æ after the bakground subtra-tion is shown in Fig. 1 as a funtion of exitation energy. The bakgroundfrom 15N(7Li, n7Be)14C was also alulated and subtrated assuming a nonresonant 3-body phase spae. The overall energy resolution was 90 keV.The ground and the �rst exited state (0.74 MeV) are learly visible. Peaksmarked by an asterisk refer to transitions in whih 7Be is in the 0.43 MeV�rst exited state. Beause of the strong presene of the bakground above2 MeV we observed only a resonane entered at 8.5 MeV (� � 0:3 MeV).A large bump remains entered at �10 MeV (� � 10 MeV). Comparing the15C spetrum with the 11Be one via the (7Li,7Be) at the same bombardingenergy, it is interesting to note in both ases the presene of a narrow reso-nane very far from the neutron emission threshold. In Ref. [2℄ we onludedthat the state at 6.05 MeV annot be onsidered as a single partile exita-tion on 10Be inert ore. Due to the softness of the ore bound states in theontinuum an be populated. The softer the ore, the lower is the energy
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Fig. 1. Exitation energy spetrum of 15C at 57 MeV and 10Æ. Curves regarding�t in the ontinuum are visualized; dashed line is 3-body phase spae ontributionas given in Ref. [8℄; the dotted line is the �t of the resonane at 10.3 MeV; thestruture at 8.5 MeV has been modelled with two Gaussians (see text); the fullthik line is the onvolution of all the previous urves.where one expets to observe suh strutures. In order to give a quantita-tive interpretation of the observed spetrum a mirosopi nulear struturemodel has been set up inluding DCP e�ets in desribing 15C, using theQRPA formalism as in Ref. [11℄. Single partile on�gurations with respetto a vibrating ore nuleus were investigated theoretially by using a miro-sopi version of quasipartile-ore oupling (QPC) model [10℄. The resultsobtained for s1=2 and d5=2 single partile strength distributions in 15C upto 14 MeV exitation energy are shown in Fig. 2, where the oupling to the
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-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14Fig. 2. Single partile strength 1/2+ (full line) and 5/2+ (dotted line) of 15C fornatural parity states of the 14C ore (J � 4); the energy sale orresponds toexitation energy of the 15C nuleus.



2390 C. Noiforo et al.natural parity states of the 14C ore up to total angular momentum J = 4 istaken into aount. As the main result, strong fragmentation of the strengthhas been obtained between 8 and 14 MeV exitation energy. The omparisonwith the exitation energy spetra measured via the 15N(7Be,7Li)15C hargeexhange reation at 57 MeV indiates that the observed narrow strutureat 8.5 MeV, whih annot be justi�ed within a single partile model [9℄, isexplained within the DCP framework.3. ConlusionThe �rst and 0.74 MeV state of 15C, together with a struture at 8.5 MeV(� � 0:3 MeV), have been learly observed via the 15N(7Li,7Be)15C hargeexhange reation at 57 MeV. The sharp resonane at 8.5 MeV indiates abehaviour similar to that of 11Be nuleus. The present experimental results,even though mainly limited by the strong presene of the bakground as-soiated to the 12C impurity in the target, has been reently on�rmed bythe preliminary results of a measurement of the same reation at 52 MeV atdi�erent angles using a pure 15N gas target. The results of DCP alulationsin 15C nuleus reprodue qualitatively well the low energy spetrum. Bothfor s1=2 and d5=2 strength distributions, narrow resonanes well beyond theneutron emission threshold appear when the oupling of the unpaired neu-tron to the natural parity states of the 14C is onsidered. In partiular, themodel predits the narrow resonane observed at 8.5 MeV, thus o�ering newperspetives in the interpretation of the spetrosopy of neutron-rih nulei.REFERENCES[1℄ I. Tanihata et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 2676 (1985).[2℄ F. Cappuzzello et al., Phys. Lett. B516, 21 (2001).[3℄ H. Lenske, Prog. Part. Nul. Phys. 46, 187 (2001).[4℄ F.J. Ekle et al., Nul. Phys. A506, 199 (1990) and referenes therein.[5℄ E. Sauvan et al., Phys. Lett. B491, 1 (2000).[6℄ E.K. Warburton, B.A. Brown, Phys. Rev. C46, 923 (1992).[7℄ H. Fuhs et al., Nul. Phys. A343, 133 (1980) and referenes therein.[8℄ G. Ohlsen, Nul. Instrum. Methods 37, 240 (1965).[9℄ C. Noiforo, PhD Thesis (2001), Universitá di Catania.[10℄ A. Bohr, B. Mottelson, Nulear Struture, Benjamin, New York 1969, vol. 2.[11℄ F.T. Baker et al., Phys. Rep. 289, 235 (1997).


